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1.0 TIPE INVESTIGATION AND
TECHNICAL PLAN

The TIMED hnaging Photon_c¢ ERcdment
('rIPE) pcovides a fundan_nud conudlzmbn to the

characterization of the encrgedcs and dymnics of
the mesosphere and lower thermosphere.

Atmospheric gravity waves, tides, and planetary

waves are a major source of energy in tim region.
These waves passing through the 80-100 km
region affect the airglow emissions it several
ways. The airglow layers have FWHM
thicknesses of-8 km so that information extracted

relates to a relatively narrow atmosphctk region.
Waves cause perturbation of the atmospheric

temperature which can then be measured optically
from the rotational distribution of molecular

emission bands. In addition, bemuse gravity
waves affect the number density of reacting species
and (through the change in temperature) the rate

constants of chemical reactions, the intensity of the
emission is also modulated and can be observed

optically. Imaging observations from TIMED

spacecraft provide a convenient way of optically
monitoring the rotational temperatures and the
intensity of the airglow. These obsezvations
provide the mean values as well as the

superimposed wave-modulated components.

Achievement of the TIPE scientific goals are
essential to accomplishment of the first five lIMED

mission objectives (Figure 1-1).

The table relates investigation data products
(fight column) to the respective TIMED science
objective. The short wavelength waves cany much

of the momentum in the upper atmosphere,. The
TIlE instrumentation is specifically designed for

the observation of short (<10 kin) wavelength
waves. Two nadir viewing optical modules view

the airglow layer directly downward for

1 Determines the temperature structure of the mean
state and the superimposed waves in the 80 - 100
km altitude region through remote sensing passive
observations

2 Determines the global distn'bution of the wave
contribution to the energy budget of the mesophere,
lower thermosphere, and ionosphere (MLTI)

3 Determines the horizontal wave-number spectrum
of the airglow image for studies of temporal
(seasonal, diurnal), spatial (mountains, oceans),
and meteomlogioal (ITCZ, highs & lows) variations

4 Determines the distribution and seasonal variability
of tides and planetary waves, and determines the
effects of these waves on the mean state

5 Investigates interactions between waves (gravity,
tidal and planetary) and the role these interactions
play in the variability of gmv_ wave activity and
tidal and planetary wave amplitudes and phases

optimization of the spatialresolution.Medium

wavelength (50-250 kin) waves are imaged just
below the limb with TIPE's high resolutionlimb

viewing modules. Long waves, tides, and
planetarywaves arc bestexamined from truelimb

view where altitudedistributionof the wave-

modulated airglow layerscan be obtained directly

by the two high-resolutionlimb-viewing modules.

In the orbitplane limb view images, obtained in

rapid sequence,, permit the tomographic inversion
of the volume emission dis_budon as a functionof

altitudeand distance along the orbit. Also, the

altitude of peak emission, as modulated by gravity
and planetarywaves, is measured.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Figure 1-1.
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The TIPE Instrument measammonts and data products are essentlst Ingredients for the

accomplishment of several primary TIMED mission science objectives

• Seesection 3.0 TIPEDst_Pmd_tSummary
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A unique feature of the TIPE investigation is
that the same volume of aunospherc is studied from
both nadir and limb view on the same salcllite.

The rapid motion of the sa_lli_ assures that the
same volume of the mcsopause regionisimaged in

the nadir and limb views during a time period

which isshortcompared totemporal changes in the

distributions.The limb data provides altitude

information for geophysical inferenceof gravity

wave activitymeasured by the nadirinstrmzent.
The instrument, flown on both TIMED

spacecraft, has four modules observing
simultaneously. At 400 kin altitude,the nadir

modules provide a continuous image with a 400

km crosspath dimension for a fullorbitalnightat

3.2 km resolutionfor structuresofwavelength <I0

kin. The two limb modules are looking ahead (or

behind) in the orbitplane at the airglow layer to
create near limb views to measure waves in the 50

to 250 km wavelength range and to generate
altitude intensity and temperature profiles. The
observation scenario is schematically illustrated in
Figure 1-2.

One nadir-looking channel and one limb-
looking module observe the 02(0,0) band, which

is radiating predominantly in the 90-100 km
altitude region. The 02 band is a wavelength
region of choice due to the relatively large emission
intensity and the limited transmittance of the lower

atmosphere minimizing light contamination from
the earth's surface. The other nadir- and limb-

looking modules observe the mesopanse OH
emissions which are emitted in the 80-90 km

region. We have chosen the 02(0,0) band and the
OH Meinel bands in the near infrared to observe

the short wavelength features with adequate signal-
to-noise ratio and to perform the studies related to
our objectives.

Figure 1.2. Position .4, nadir-viewing channels
observe the region below the satellite. Position B

limb channels make limb observations over the

emma 400 km wide region

The TIPE instrument-observing modules are
summarized in Figure 1-3.

The OH nadir looking module maps the fine
structure of OH emission in a broad wavelength

band. The altitude difference between the emitting
regions of the 02 and OH bands directly provides
information about the vertical structure. The OH

limb view takes advantage of the limb enhancement

of the rotational lines and provides intensities to
complement the higher altitude 02 band limb data.
The combined data, therefore, provide a self

consistent set for deriving the wave-induced
intensity and temperature distributions in latitude,

longitude and altitude for the 80-100 km re .gion.
The TIPE experiment team cons:sts of

scientists who have a proven track record shown
by their extensive publications in the field of MLTI

airglow, wave and related fields. The five key

science objectives of TIPE are closely associated
with the five highest priority science objectives of
the TIMED program. The THE investigators are

::Module
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O_ Ab_ospheric (0,0) Nad_ 2 Rolal/onai Imnpemtum P lines (15) 66 X 24

2 02 Almo_ (0,0) Limb 2 RolalionaJ IBmpec_ure P lines (15) 20X5

3 OH meinei (9, 4). (5. 1), & (6, 2) and Na_B" 2 Inlm_ily and 7680-8600 66 X 24

Background _ 8200

OH Mein_ (9, 4), (5, 1) & (6, 2) and Inl_n_ty and 7680-86004 20X5
' I_hmkground _ 2 backglmmd 8200

Figure 1-3.

TOH4_TA

Module summary table Identifies the airglow function, viewing considerations, and
wavelengths measured by TIPE
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divided into science study groups according to their
responsibilities. We have formed seven science
study groups. The team structure is expected to
mature as the TIMED instrument complement is
established in Phase B.

TIPE Science Study Groups

The five study groups are identified with the
major tasks of the participants and relevant TIPE
science objective numbers in Figure 1-4.

The investigation has the following unique
features:

• Measures horizontal intensity and temperature
distribution of the short wavelength waves in the
90-100 lan altitude region

• Measures high signal-to-noise 0"2(0,0) intensity
with low background (i.e., opaque through
lower atmosphere)

• Effectively discriminates against scattered albedo
contamination originating from the emissions
themselvesorfrom spectrallyuniformsources

• Observes each volume elementfrom two (nadir
and limb)key vantagepoints

• Determines limb altitude intensity and
temperaturedistributionforthemean and wave-
inducedfluctuationsforlongwavelengthwaves

• Produces appropriate time seriesdata for

.tomo.graphicinversionsuitablefortrueemission
mtensltydistributionsforthemean atmospheric
glows and thesuperimposedlongerwavelength
waves

• Measures intensity distribution of the small scale
features at a second region, 80-90 kin, in order to
study the vertical propagation of the waves

• Measures limb intensity/altitude distribution of
the longer wavelength waves at the lower altitude
region

I.

2.

3.

4°

5.

6.

7°

Each multi-wavelength channel imaging
photometer module (Figure 1-3) has multichannel
telecentric imaging capabilities allowing
simultaneous observation of two wavelength
bands.For everywavelengthchannel,theimage is
relayedto a CCD. The nadirviewing modules
altogetherhave fourwavelengthchannelsand all
four CCDs are operated in the Time Delayed
Integration (TDD mode where the image is shifted
to compensate for the satellite motion and each
pixel can be integrated for 20 seconds without
smearing the image. The limb module CCDs are
operated in the frame transfer mode. The digitized
signals from the CCDs are processed in the
experiment DPU and transmitted to the spacecraft
in a compressed mode. The CCD binning,
wavelength channel selection, and the on board
datahandlingparameterscan be changed through
groundcommand.

The system has the following unique
advantages:

• All measurements of intensity ratios and
background corrections are truly simultaneous
from identical emission volumes resulting in a
highquality dataproduct

• Maximum use of the available light is made in
eachchannel

•No moving partssuch as filter wheels or shutters
are employed

• No high voltage devices are used

* Flight proven passive cooler uses no spacecraft
power

Horizontal,airg_w_ and_nl_rmum wave_ W
thin,formc_on_c_om (_k_

Inv_iga_on of _ n_ian_ of w=v_ m mm_ral (seasonal,
diurnal) _ and rmmm_ogical _mnm (_mson)

Memunm_mt and compum_0n of _ _ml)era_m and ints_sily
profU_

Tomog_ imamslon of inlmsily pmfik_ (McOade)

Modeling of v_rlic_ flux Irans_r by wmms from _ limb musure-
merits and from infemnc_ from hodzonlal wave ol_enmlions (Fdtls)

_'avity wave and Ikl_ interactions (Waltsrscheid)

Paramelsdzallon of wave quantities and wave forcing for inckmion to
global models (K,"een)

._:::.'.':::.: , .'.._ .. "..::.:._.:::::.:::::.:.:.:,::b::::::,

_w_nson, Turnl_l

Hec_ IVlande. Swenson

lyn. McOade. Mende.

McDade. Ror,s. Mende

F_s, I_aem,Low.
TurnbuII, WaRemcheid

Waltsrsche_ Fritts, He_t,
Swanson

I_ean. Wal_'scheid

1,2,3

3

1,2,5

1,2,5

_4,5

S

1.2,3.4,5

"ro_.o74

Figure 1-4. Task participants are organized m accomplish five scientific objectives
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2.0 INSTRUMENTATION

The TIMED Imaging Photometer _ent is
a remote sensing instrument characterizing the
energetics and dynamics of the mesopanse _on
through the remote observation of wave acnvlty.
The instrument consists of four multi-wavelength
channel imaging photometer modules. Each
module has a multichannel telecentric imaging
capability allowing simultaneous observation in
two wavelength bands. An optical system is
telecentric when all chief rays at the image are
parallel with the optic axis. The net effect is that
the angular distribution of the rays (hence the
spectral band pass profile) is the same for every
point in the image. For each module there is a
CCD to pick up the dual image. The nadir viewing
modules have four wavelength channels and these
CCDs are operated in the Ttme Delayed Integration
mode where image shifting compensates for the
satellite motion and each pixel is integrated for 25
seconds without smearing the image. The CCDs in
the limb modules are operated in the frame transfer
mode. The digitized signals from the CCDs are
processed in the spacecraft borne experiment DPU
and are transmitted to the spacecraft in a
compressed mode. The CCD binning, the
wavelength channel selection, and the on board
data handling parameters are programmable while
in orbit.

ii_!NSTRUMENTDESlGNiiiiiiiiiiiiii::

High signaJ-lo-noise ratio

High spatial resolution

Large are,, coverage
Simultaneous measurement of
channels to be compared

Narrow band (Wavelength
resofu_on)

Long mrm reproducibility

No moving par=

No high voltage devices

CCD format

Avoidance of complexity and _le
use of well established designs
LoN,gille nine in space
envtronm?fl|

Minimum cost

Minimum power

Minimum clam bandwiclth

! Minimum we_grl!

iiii!ii_!iii!!iiilZLo£A_UTESi_!i!iiii

>100

iiiiii!!!!ii_ei_ii!iiiii_
>100

4x4km 3 km alL

400 km wide 533 km wKle

4 channels

15A

4 channels

lsA

Bulltqn self calibralion

None

<56V

1024x512 1024x512

No new dwebpmmt

Bestpaa,U=m,.=ad_

See Co=

<7W

Variable data modes

10.97 kg

Figure 2-1. Instrument requirements and TIPE
attributes which optimize scientific objectives

and the spacecraft environment

iii!!iiii':iiiiii!!,!iiii!_;i!ii!i':ii!!i!!!!i!i!ii!___i_o_ii:_,;i_
Image i$ 400 x 200 km
Field of view 65.6 x 35.7 degrees
Number of binned CCO pixele 128 x 64 bins (8 x 8 binning)

Pixel on ground 32 lint x 3.2 km
Mode of scen: TDL (Al4OOkmallimdescen time 25 sac)
Effec_e focal lenglh: 12 nun
Dala readout tale: 12bi_x64x 128/25 sac = 3932 biCdsec

ii.i iii!iiji ilii i!iiiii !iilir !iii!iiiiii_ __ _i_ !_ _;i i:iii:: i:i: i!i :i:ii::: ii:i!ii::i:i::

Used pixeis on CCO 1024 x 256
Image is 657 x 177km (708 wide and 177 km aJtitude)
Feld of view 20 x 5 d_lrms
Number of binned CCD pixeis 16 x 42 bins (64 x 16 binning)
Pixel on limb 42 krn x 4 lun

Mode of scan: frame mmsfer every 6 seconds

Effective focal length: 47 mm
Dam read out raze: 12 _ x 16 x 42 / 6 sac = 1344 bits/see

TOH-02_

Figure 2-2. Summary table of the optical
and detector considerations for the nadir

and limb modules

Figure 2-1 summarizes our system attributes
which are optimized for the five scientific
objectives. Figure 2-2 is a summary of the TIPE
nadir and limb observing module specifications.

In Figure 2-3, the signal-to-noise ratios of
typical modules of the TIPE instrument are
illustrated. Our signal-to-noise ratio calculations
are based on the parameters of the TIPE
instrument, and the quantum noise of the signal,
readout noise, and dark current-induced noise are
included. The curves show the signal to noise ratio
as a function of the intensity of the input signal.

The top two curves refer to the nadir view
channels with pixel sizes of 6.4 and 3.2 kin. The
nadir intensity of the 02 band is estimated to be
several kR in total band intensity. The bottom two
curves refer to the limb view channels with height
resolution binning of 1 and 2 kin. The limb
intensity of the 02 band is several hundred kR, and
30 to 40 kR can be expected to be in the filter
bands. The curves show that a signal-to-noise
ratio of 100 or more can be achieved with our

design goals.
The CCDs can be "binned" further to increase

the pixel sizes. This allows greater improvement in
the signal to noise ratio at the expense of spatial
resolution.

The measurement accuracy based on the signal-
to-noise ratio of various TIPE data products is
included on Figure 2-4. The instrument is
illustrated on Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-3. The signal to noise ratio of typical modules of the TIPE
Instrument, including quantum, read out, and clark current noise

contributions. The _op two curves refer to a nadir view module with pixel
sizes of 6.4 and3.2 km. The bottom two curves refer to a limb view

module with height resolution binning of I and 2 km.
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3.2 x 3.2
6.4 x 6.4

3.0 aJt
3.0 air

3.2 x 3.2

3.0 aJt

20O

8O
160

2O0
2OO

190

120

_0.5%

_3.5°C
<1.76"C

<n.5%
_0.7"C

_).6%

:_0.83%

• Note: _ unmrt_tJes are assumed3 kmfromSC infommion
wf_ereu mmmJment rasolu_onused here is 1 lun
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Figure 2-4. The relationship between the TIPE measurements,
spatial resolution, signal to noise ratio and statistical r_n.s, error.

Nominal average airglow intensities, and TIPE Instrument
parameters were used to calculate the signal to noise
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3.0 TIPE DATA PRODUCTS
SUMMARY

The data output of each channel is summarized
in Figure 3.1. The data from the imaging channels
is routed to the DPU. In the DPU the background
correction and rotational temperature computations
are performed. This reduces the data volume
somewhat, as shown in Figure 3.2. The planned
processed data products are geographic projections
of physical parameters calculated from the raw data
stream images. The basic product set includes
surface projections for each nightside pass of nadir
OH and 02 intensity, nadir 02 temperature, and
limb projections and 02 temperature. Intensity
would be presented in rayleighs and temperature
in K. Each nadir projection is effectively a
continuous swath along the orbit groundtrack,
while the limb projections are planned at
approximately 2-degree intervals. The data
processing steps include the application of
calibrated instrument sensitivities and spacecraft
orbital and attitude information. These Level I data

products are summarized in Figure 3-3.

The basic physical parameters generated for
Level 1 arc used to generate Level 2 data. These
Level 2 products are summaries of statistical
information over an orbit, extending the physical
parameters to dynamically relevant information.
This information is used in modeling and statistical
studies of atmospheric processes. Level 2 data
products are listed in Figure 3-4.

Clearly there are additions which can be made
to the Level 2 data. Orbital data is suitable for
selected global statistical studies. Other dynamic
categories include diurnal, seasonal, orographic,
latitudinal, and focused wave correlations which
could be separated from the Level 1 data base and
processed independently.

We have focused here on a set of Level 2 data
products which are of value for the investigations
proposed by this team. The Level 1 data set forms
a basic reference from which other Level 2 sets can

be derived. The specific relationship of the data
products to each of the TIMED science objectives
addressed by the TIPE instrument is presented in
Figure 1-1 in section 1.0.

::::_:::-:::::-:::::i:i:i:i:ii:i:_:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i:ii._/:iiiiii:xii ii:_:i:i:_:i:_:_:!:i:i:!:iiiii:iii:i:_:i:i:i!i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiii:iiiii!!iiiiii!_ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiii!i!:!ii:iii!i!:!iiii:i:i:iiiiiiiiiiiii: k'x/.':ii_/,_/i:i:i-:i:ii:::i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_: .:: :i:_::::: :::!:!:::!::i:

Band Way| (A) Number M pixel_ Exp. T bii/se¢

Module _ (Nm_r)
Chanml a
Channel b

Module 2 (Limb)
ChanmH a
Channel b

Module 3 (Nadir)
Chan_ a
Channel b

Module 4 (Umb)
Charv_ a
Channel b

O_
Oa

C_

OH broedband
_e_r_na

OH brmd Imnd

7824
7808

7624
7808

8200

76504.

82O0

I_ X _4.810_

42X16-6_

121Bx 64 - 81g_

42 x 18,,672

2S 3932
3932

6 1344
1344

25 3932
3932

6 1344
1344

Tom 21.104

TOH.,0431_

Figure 3.1. Raw data or Input to DPU
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Figure 3.2. Output from DPU
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Figure 3-3. Level I Products
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Figure 3-4. Level 2 Products
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